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Scholarship Society "As You Like It" to
Elects 14 Students
Be Presented By
On Monday Evening Shakespeare Actors

Newly Elected Class Presidents

Next Meeting for Initiation to Same Group that Produced
be Held at Home of Dr. "Hamlet" Last Year to Play
Baker.
Monday at Union.

New Series Number 719

Officers Chosen by
Senior, Junior, and
Sophomore Classes
Cravens, Phillips, and Watkins
Elected as Presidents of Three
Upper Classes.

Scholarship Society met at the Phi
At meetings held in All Saints' ChapThe Shakespeare players, a dramatic
Delta Theta house Monday evening,
el
on Monday and Tuesday, November
group composed of the students of the
November 20, at 7:30 for the purpose of
MILES WATKINS, Sophomore.
PETER PHILLIPS, Junior 20th and 21st, the Senior and Junior
Theological Department of the Univer- "DOC" CRAVENS, Senior
electing new members. The following
classes of the University elected offisity and their friends, open their secis a list of the men who were chosen at
cers for the college year, 1933-1934.
ond season on Monday evening the
that time and the scholastic averages
The
Seniors elected for president Fain
27th of November with the presentaupon which they were elected: Walter
Cravens, Jack Lawrence for vice-prestion of William Shakespeare's delightBailey—85, Croom Beatty—90, Orville
ident, and Alex Wellford for Secreful and time honored comedy, As You
Eustis—90, Fred Fudickar—90, Edward
tary-treasurer. Cravens, a Kappa AlLike It at the Sewanee Union Theatre
Harrison—85, Stiles Lines—88, Howard
Students
Answer
Alarm
Sunday
Monday
Afternoon
Marks
Open,
pha,
is a member of the football team,
at eight o'clock.
Thrasher—91, William Lumpkin—90,
Night; Burning Brush Quickly ing of Current Dramatic Sea> a member of the "S" Club, Blue Key,
Peter Lambert—87, George Hall—89, The cast includes both old and new Gotten Under Control.
and Omicron Delta Kappa. Lawrence
son; Griswold in Charge.
Sears—90, Cyril Yancey—89, Thomas faces. Miss Alice Myers and Miss Ida
is a Phi Delta Theta, a letter man in
Lena Myers, Mr. T. R. Thrasher, Mr.
and John Soper—88.
The
freshman
class
in
dramatics
Football and Basketball, a member of
Last Sunday night the University
The last five men named are mem- W. W. Lumpkin, Mr. F. G. Yerkes, Mr. had the first of one of the main at- which has been meeting once a week Blue Key, a Proctor and holds many
A. S. Lawrence, Mr. Julius Pratt, Mr.
under the direction of Mr. H. A. Gris- other honors on the campus. Wellford,
bers of the Theological Seminary.
Charles Seymour, Mr. E. P. Bartlam, tractions of Sewanee—a fire. It occur- wold since the opening of school will a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, has
Mr. Ball submitted his resignation as
red
at
St.
Mary's
School,
which
is
about
Mr Alfred Matthews, Mr. J. L. Kellerpresent a one-act play at the Union also distinguished himself in athletics,
president of the society, being unable
mann, Mr. J. W. Brettmann, are those two miles from the University. At Monday afternoon, November 27 at 4 havng lettered in Football for three
to serve in this capacity because of
about
3:30
the
St.
Mary's
officials
saw
who have appeared in former produco'clock. The play, entitled The Monk- years. He is a member of Blue Key,
lack of sufficient time. After accepting
tions. Those new to the Players ranks a brush fire creeping up the hill to- ey's Paw, is being directed by Mr. Rob- Omicron Delta Kappa, and is President
the resignation, the society elevated Mr.
ward
the
buildings.
They
sent
an
are Miss Hancock as Rosalind, Miss
ert Daniel. The cast is as follows: Mr. of the Senior German Club.
Huntley to the position of president,
Wright as Phoebe, Mr. F. E. Walters as alarm to the University and immedia- White, Wylie Mitchell; Mrs. White,
and chose Mr. Adair to fill the vacated
As the result of balloting held on
Duke Frederick, Mr. John Soper as tely some students started ringing the John Binnington; Herbert, Sam Taft;
vice-presidency. Dr. Baker will conAmiens, Mr. H. J. McGehee as Corin, chapel bell. Quckly boys assembled Sergeant, Richard Roach; Visitor, Don Tuesday, Peter Phillips was elected
tinue to serve the society as secretaryPresident of the Junior class, Sam King
Mr. George Hall, Mr. Ralph Bridges, from all corners of the campus and Probasco.
treasurer.
vice-president, and Cyril Yancey secMr. William Mercer Green, Mr. J. Law- lined the highway seeking rides with
In addition Shaw's He Lied to Her retary-treasurer.
Mr. Phillips is a
Plans for the coming year were dis- rence Plumley, Mr. Howard Mueller. members of the faculty who had learnHusband which has been directed by member of Phi Gamma Delta social
cussed and the society decided to con- Mr. Charles Frederick Schilling again ed of the fire.
Prof. Long will be presented on the fraternity, and is Freshman Football
tinue the sponsoring of a series of lec- heads the production staff, with Mr.
The students had visions of girls in
tures by professors during the winter Harry Wintermyer, Mr. Nathanael pajamas leaping from the top floor same program. The following will be manager. Mr. King is a member of
months. These lectures are delivered Peeples, Mr. V. P. Stewart, Mr. William windows into their arms, but they were in its cast: He, Frank Walters; She, Sigma Alpha Epsilon and is Proctor in
in the Union and are held on Monday Lea, and Mr. Richard Sturgis, assisting. somewhat disillusioned upon their ar- Robert Daniel; The Husband, Sam Hoffman Hall. He is a member of the
Varsity Football Squad. Mr. Yancey,
evenings. For the past several years Mr. Hedley Williams is in charge of rival. The fire had been practcally ex- Taft.
A small admission fee of ten cents a Sigma Nu, was a member of the
these informal talks have been a source the music. .
tinguished before it had much chance
will be charged to cover expenses. A Varsity Tennis Team last year.
of considerable enjoyment and material
to spread. However, it did present a
matinee performance only will be giv- In an election held Wednesday after
The company is sponsored by the
benefit for the students of the Uniserious risk in case of a wind.
en as the students of St. Luke's will Chapel, the Sophomore class chose
Hudson-Stuck Chapter of the Englishversity.
The St. Mary's fire was only an edge present Shakespeare's As You Like It Miles Watkins as president, "Bud"
The next meeting of Scholarship So- Speaking Union and with its assistance
of the large forest fire which the C.C.C. at night. These two performances will Pearson as vice-president, and Jack
ciety is scheduled to be held at the and interest plans considerable activity
has been fighting in and around Sewa- open the dramatic season at Sewanee Franklin as secretary-treasurer. Mr.
this
year.
It
is
as
before
under
the
home of Dr. Baker on Monday, Decemnee. Twelve houses were burned in which promises to be a most success- Watkins is a member of the Phi Delta
direction
of
Pierre
Lambert.
ber 4, at which time the new men will
Monteagle, which has put this town ful one. Later in the year the same Theta fraternity, and was on the Freshbe initiated.
A commentator has suggested that
in a state of emergency. The fire has
The Scholarship Society has for its in company with others of the works of caused a great loss to the state by de- group which will present The Monkey' man football team last year. Mr. Pearrequirements for admisson that a man William Shakespeare, As You Like It struction of vast stretches of timber. Paw will present a three-act play. son, Sigma Nu, played Freshman footThese actors will probably organize a ball and basketball and is at present a
have a general scholastic average of 85 has suffered from too popular an inThe rain which began Monday night dramatic club sometime near the be- member of the Varsity football squad.
or better for two consecutive years. It terpretation. The Forest of Arden is
thereby has a more inclusive represen- not a pleasant flower-bedecked soli- and continued Tuesday morning ex- ginning of the second semester. This Mr. Franklin is a member of the Kaptation of the student body than Phi tude whither no trouble approaches. tinguished the fires and eliminated any club will give several productions in pa Alpha fraternity. He is president of
It is "savage", a "desert inaccessible", further danger to University buildings the Spring according to the present Neograph, and was editor of last year's
Beta Kappa.
plans.
Freshman PURPLE.
and its inhabitants face danger and or private homes.
*
hardship on all sides, exposure, hunger,
wild beasts, bands of outlaws. All
these contribute to the growth in character of those banished by man or circumstance to the "shade of it melanBY GASTON S. BRUTON
choly boughs". The banished Duke
Week-end of Thanksgiving Set sums
it up for us. "Sweet are the uses
Features to be Introduced. Humfor Festivities; Borden Jones of adversity
Associate Professor of Mathematics
. . . I would not change it."
orous Publication to Make Into Play for Second Dance.
It is that indifference to physical handitial Appearance Soon.
out of not reading it. The pleasure de(Continued from. Last Week)
icap gained through suffering them and
Attempting to keep in step with the
rived from reading poetry may be inII.
then transcending them which is the
Thanksgiving Day will see the first
feeling of festivity usually predomiSince, obviously, I am unable to an- definite and somewhat intangible, but Mountain Goat of the year put out to
moral of As You Like It.
nant during the Thanksgiving season,
alyse something I cannot limit or de- it can be described, or else we would pasture by Editor Stone. This issue
*
the German Clubs have arranged for
fine, I shall use the word poetry to not know it as pleasure. I get plea- will have no particular theme, but will
a
series two dances to be given on the
sure from hearing a joke, or eating a mix Thanksgiving sentiments with
mean verse.
t w o d a y s immediately following
piece of pie, or winning a game, or football, Freshmen, and other campus
What
does
poetry
have
that
cannot
Thanksgiving Day. These dates will
be found elsewhere? and in purer and solving a problem, but I can distinguish echoes.
be Friday, November 30, and Saturday
less
adulterated form? Why do people these types of pleasure. All I am try- The near-traditional Life Lines is,
December 1. The dances will be given
ng to show is that pleasure usually
as usual in the Ormond Simkins gym- Herbert Smith and Henry Rich- read poetry? Ask a person why he analyses into one of the other answers with the passing of its founder, no
reads
poetry
and
his
answer,
if
he
does
more. It will be replaced by a revival
nasium, and will last from eight until
ardson Read Papers at Sigma read it, will most likely be among the given above.
of On And Off The. Mountain, so that
twelve o'clock.
What about poetry as an expression Winchell fans may be kept happy; and
following reasons: He reads it for
Nu House.
The music for the first dance will be
pleasure, for beauty, truth, information, of thought? In my opinion the thought air-minded readers will find a page defurnished by "Bud" Pearson and his
The
bi-weekly
meeting
of
Neograph,
rythm or music, philosophy, history, is most frequently put there by the voted to the latest orchestras and other
Sewaneeans", who have been receivln
the
local
honorary
literary
society
for
religion, expression of thought, to be reader. Two people read a poem. One popular radio specialities.
g much notice through engagements
tells one story, one another. Both may
undergownsmen,
was
held
last
Thursfashionable.
Featured in the forthcoming Goat
tor nearby dances during the past few
be right in their interpretation, but
day
night
at
the
Sigma
Nu
fraternity
will be Mr. Muddlepop and the Cat
I have listed ten answers which inWeeks. The second dance will feature
the poet did not see it when he wrote
"orden Jones and his orchestra from house. The president for the year, Mr. clude all I have ever heard given. I the poem. To maintain that he did is with the Orange Eyes, The DisillusionJack
Franklin,
presided
over
a
short
ment of My Uncle Marmaduke, and
shall investigate these answers alKnoxville.
business session, after which the so- though some of them will be treated absurd, for change the two people to Collge Tricks Exposed.
A score or more young ladies are exciety turned to the enjoyment of the very briefly. For example, the last a thousand and the results are the
fiected to attend from Chattanooga,
Socialities of the Mountain may
same. In order to see all thousand
program.
one, to be fashionable, speaks for itlearn
where to go and why from the
Memphis, Nashville, Atlanta, and elsesides the poet would have to be a
Papers were given by two members self and allows no room for argument.
New Yorker-ish. Goings on About
where.
super man. Tennyson does say:
Town. The new shows will receive a
The officers of the Grman Clubs of the organization, Mr. Herbert Smith, The person who says he reads poetry
ar
>nounce that the decorations will lend and Mr. Henry Richardson. The form- for pleasure, but who is unable to give The poet in a golden clime was born column's worth of attention, so that
movie fans will know what to save
a truly collegiate air to the dance. The er delighted the society with a paper us any idea of what his pleasure con- With golden stars above
;heir pennies for.
toain feature of the adornments will entitled "Whose Deadly Arrow". Mr. sists, is also unanswerable. He begs Dowered with the hate of hate
c
°nsist of pennants from colleges all Richardson contributed his part to the the question, for, after all, there ex- The love of love.
New cuts, fewer exchange jokes, and
ov
program in the form of an original ist ways of distinguishing one kind of He saw through life and death, through
er the country.
more originals will brighten the pages
pleasure from another. Everything we
Tickets for the first dance will be poem.
good and ill
of the first number of that traditionally
SoI
The presentation of these two papers do is done for our pleasure if we use He saw through his own soul.
<l at $1.25, while the admission to
smelly animal. This year, however, he
e
* second will be $1.75. The two may was followed by a round table discus- the word in a broad sense and consider The marvel of the everlasting will
s reported to have had a bath, and
^ bought together for the reduced sion and criticism, which proved help- the reasons for our action. A person An open scroll
will be led forth with a large blue bow
ra
may not read poetry, and get pleasure
ful and enjoyable to all present.
*e of $2.50. -#-•
(.Continued on page 5)
around his neck.

Forest Fires Bring
Freshman Dramatic
Danger to St. Mary's Group to Give Play

German Clubs Will
Sponsor Two Dances

Why I Don't Like Poetry

Neograph Meets On
Thursday Evening

Thanksgiving "Goat"
Will Appear Soon
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VARSITY IS DEFEATED BY
MISSISSIPPI STATE, 26-13
Intercepted Tiger Passes Give
Rivals Two Touchdowns;
Field is Muddy.

SCORES BY WELLFORD

S.M.A. Given First
Defeat of The Year
By T.M.I. Saturday

Game Played at Starkeville Before Small Crowd is Next to Academy Team Loses 27-13 in
Sweetwater, Tenn.; P a s s e s
Last on Schedule.
Account for Touchdowns.
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Another fact that is thrown to the
lions: Our good professor of Economics, Mr. Kayden, got busy the other afternoon in an effort to try to prove that
the prediction of how football games
will come out is as much guess work as
knowledge. He got out a coin—lucky
man to have a coin!—and nipped it,
using the same list as that of Dr. Bruton, our official dopester. By flipping
the coin he chose twenty-five favorites.
The results: A tie. Dr. Bruton ten
right out of the 25, and Mr. Kayden
picked ten right out of the 25. Ties
are counted as bad choices. Of course
the same teams in both choices were
not always winners, but the fact remains that the percentages are the
same. Don't jump on Dr. Bruton about
his choice, for Lady Luck has been hitting him and all the other football
dopesters a mighty wallop this year.
Earnie Ziltch of the Chattanooga Times
is batting way down in the 500s. and so
far Dr. Brutton has kept up with the
average of the other dopesters. It just
can' be helped, the way these games

FRESHMEN WIN GAME FROM
LITTLE COMMODORES, 14-7
-•

Sigma Nu's Collect
Most Points to Win
Cross Country Race
Starr Finishes Scant Yard Ahead
of Chitty After Gruelling Five
Mile run.

3ustis and Brown Score Touchdowns; Colmore Kicks Two
Extra Points.
GOOD PASS ATTACK
Harrison to Dedman Proves
Successful Combination b y
Way of Air for Large Gains.

The Baby Tigers of the Freshman
On Saturday, November 18, the first squad went to Nashville Saturday to
The fighting Tiger Cats from S.M.A.
annual Cross Country Run between the play the Vanderbilt Frosh on Dudley
ost their first game this year to Tenfraternities on the Mountain was held r ield, emerging victorious by the score
nessee Military Institute by the score
over the course which has been an- of 14-7. While the Commodore team
if 27-13 last Friday in Sweetwater,
nounced in previous issues of the was much heavier, the Sewanee Frosh
Tenn. This was the first game the boys
PURPLE. Homer Starr won the race exhibited a flash of form which gave
rom the Academy had played off the
with the unexpected time of thirty- them an easy edge over their rivals.
Mountain but this fact had little to do
two minutes and forty-five seconds. Only a small crowd of Sewanee rooters
with their defeat. It is probably true
Arthur Chitty coming in second a scant attended the game, but they were enhat the best team won, but the T.M.I,
three feet behind the winner with the ;husiastic in their praise of the Frosh.
earn admitted that they were playing
time of thirty-two minutes and fortyover their heads in this game.
Sewanee won the toss and chose to
seven seconds. Ed Harrison finished
The best player on the field was T.M.
in third place. The Sigma Nu frater- receive at the South goal. Noel kick's pounding plunging fullback, who
nity garnered the most points under ed off for Vandy to Harrison on the 13
cracked the center of the line time afthe system agreed upon to signify the and he returned to the 25. On the
• time for consistent gains. Outwinner with a toal of 248 points and irst running play Harrison fumbled and
weighing the S.M.A. team ten to fifteen
Sigma Alpha Epsilon finished second, the ball was recovered by Vandy on the
pounds to the man, T.M.I, was able to
nine points behind the winners. Thirty- 20 yard marker. Truitt went 13 yards
do all its scoring on power plays.
one boys entered the race and twenty- for a first down on the 7 and then on
What few passes they attempted were
the next play Peeples of Vandy fumblsix crossed the finish line.
incomplete, and it was in this departed, the Frosh recovering on their own
This new sport adopted by the inter- five. Wyatt Brown kicked out of danger.
ment that S.M.A. completely outshone
fraternity council for the first time this From this time on for the entire quarthem. Both of S.M.A.'s touchdowns come out.
year was wthout question a success. ter it was a see-saw up and down the
* * * * * *
As is typical of every Sewanee team, were accounted for on passes from
May the Sewanee Freshmen of the Although only six of the ten fraterni- field, with the Purple Tigers seeming
the Tigers went out on the field in a Raine to Jackson, and their extra
determined frame of mind. The first point was tallied after their second 1937 class paint their numerals high ties on the Mountain entered the re- to be getting the worst of the battle.
on the water tower, as they deserve quired five men, everyone showed a
quarter was in Sewanee's favor until touchdown on another pass.
Near the end of the first quarter,
for that wonderful win of theirs great deal of interest in the outcome,
its closing minutes. The ball remained
One of the most spectacular plays
Brown
and Harrison combined to pick
over the heavier Vanderbilt Fresh- the winner and second place man showin Maroon territory for about ten minoccurred when Raine passed to Jackman team. They went into that game ing promise as runners. Most of the up 46 yards, 35 of it by Brown on a
utes after the game began and then
son from his own 35 yard line, and
scared—of what they couldn't tell you, participants had been training to a cer- run around right end. Then Harrison
State began a long drive which Sewa
Jackson, in a clear field got as far as
but scared anyway—as was shown by tain degree but none were in the best went thru the center of the line for one
nee tried in vain to halt. The pigskin
the T.M.I. 30 before the latter's speed
the number of fumbles early in the of hape, the time of the winner being yard and on the next play passed to
was carried to the one-foot line by this
center overtook him and dragged him
game. But once they got their hands a surprise to many. The fact that twen- Dedman for 11 yards and first down
sustained drive at which point the
down. The gain did S.M.A. little good,
on the ball and their cleats dug in, ty-six of the thirty entrants finished on the Vandy 34 yard line as the quartimekeeper's whistle announced the end
however, for they were held for downs
there was no stopping them. With shows that the system of scoring, that ter ended. The Tiger Cubs took their
of the initial period. On the first play
and lost the ball.
Wyatt Brown and Dan Harrison run- is, fifty-five points for the winner, fifty- fling when Williams kicked over the
of the following quarter, Noel Brock
This big T.M.I, fullback was able to ning the ball and Sneed and Eustis four for second place, and so on, was goal and the ball was Sewanee's on the
dived over center to break the score20-yard marker. Then came a beautiless tie. Carl Sikes sent the ball be- gain almost at will and every time he blocking, there was no stopping them: successful. This system proves without
ful pass from Brown to Harrison for
carried
the
ball
S.M.A.
got
a
big
shock.
doubt
the
fraternity
which
has
the
best
They
went
around
those
ends
to
pertween the uprights to put State in the
The
Captain
of
T.M.I.'s
team
did
the
fection and there was no stopping them five cross country runners among its 38 yards putting the ball on the Vandy
lead by seven points. The Mountain
kicking
for
extra
points,
and
his
ability
off tackle! Vandy's little quarterback, members. As had been designated by 42-yard mark. Vandy was penalized
team was not disheartened and tightenis
shown
by
the
fact
that
he
failed
in
Shorty Williams, kept the score down the interfraternity athletic council for 5 yards for too many time outs to help
ed their defense for the remaining minonly
one
conversion.
with his running, particularly the re- all minor sports, the winning fraternity in the march. Brown went around
utes of the first half, the score stand#
turn of kicks, for he lugged one of received ten points toward the inter- right end for 15 yards and a first down.
ing Sewanee, 0; Mississippi State,
them back 55 yards over the goal line fraternity cup held jointly by the Sig- Then came a flip from Dan Harrison to
when the whistle blew.
for the lone Vandy score. All in all, ma Nu and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fra- Bert Dedman for 9 yards and Brown
The third quarter proved most disthat game was as exciting, as lively, ternities this year. Second place win- hit left guard for 5 yards and a first
astrous for the Tigers, State scoring
down. Again a Vandy penalty helped,
fast
moving a game as you will find ners received five points.
three times during its course. State
5 yards, offsides, putting the ball on the
Total points accounted for by each 12 yard line, first down. Brown hit
began by kicking off to the Sewanee Dr. Bruton Picks only Ten anywhere.
fraternity which entered a team fol- left guard again for 3 yards. Dan Har10-yard line. Wellford here got off a
* * * * * *
Games Right; Hopes for Betpoor punt, the ball traveling only five
May your humble scribe include here lows:
ter Luck this Week.
rison threw a perfect pass to Harold .
yards forward, for it went out of bounds
Sigma Nu—248.
Dr. Bruton took a setback in his some statistics about that game there
(Continued on page 6)
on his own 15-yard line. On the play doping this week when he forecasted on Dudley Field in Nashville? These
(Continued on page 4)
following Sikes shot a nicely executec only ten of his twenty-five games right. just go to show that the victory of the
(Continued on page 3)
He had three ties on his list, leaving Frosh was real and deserved! First
him twelve losses. He can't be blam- downs: Vandy 9, Frosh 13; yards rushed for his bad showing, as he followed ing, Vandy 96, Frosh 162; yards on
his system of picking the teams that passes, Vandy 0, Frosh 58. Those figought to win, according to the dope. ures sort of speak for themselves.
* * * * * *
Volley Ball Championship DeIt just so happened that most of those
A funny incident occured in a high
pendent on Result of Phi Delgames turned out in upsets, such as
ta Theta—Sigma Nu Game. ,
Auburn trouncing the formerly unbeat- school game here in the South. All of
you know how fast that referee keeps
The volley ball race has narrowed
en Georgia.
The PURPLE prophet vows that his after that ball and how he usually down to two contenders. Points are
luck is bound to change, and offers the knows who has it and why. This time given only to the first and second place
A man on team winners and with only one game refollowing list as his choices for this he got fooled
week. They look about right, but you W fumbled and immediately there maining on each of their schedules, the
never can tell what these teams will do. was a mad scramble for the ball Phi Delta Theta's and the Sigma Nu's
WINNER
LOSER with the resultant pile up. The ref- are still undefeated. This means that
Georgia
Georgia Tech eree comes running up and makes a all the other teams have been beaten at
Auburn
_
Florida beautiful head-long dive for the ball. least twice, leaving first and second
L. S. U.
Miss. State The squirming, twisting and wrestling place to be decided by the game this
Duke
N. C. State kept up for about 30 seconds while afternoon between the two thus far
Wash. & Lee
Maryland the crowd waited to see who had the victorious teams. This should be a
Centenary
Mississippi ball. Finally a very dirty jersey squirm- very interesting and hard fought game
Clemson
Citadel ed out of the pile.in apparent disgust as both teams have played consistently
Army
Navy at not being able to get the ball. After well all season.
The following is a resume of the
Yale
--Harvard this man had stood therefor a few secPrinceton
Rutgers onds watching the squirming mass in week's games:
The D.T.D.'s easily defeated the
Columbia
._ Syracuse front of him, with disgust written all
Michigan
Northwestern over his face, he made a motion to the K.A.'s in straight games. The A. T.
Ohio State
_
Illinois umpire who was also looking on and O.'s downed the S. A E.'s in two well
Iowa
Nebraska with the air of a millionaire throwing played games. The S.A.E.'s barely won
Chicago
Dartmouth a dime to a beggar, he pulled the ball from the K.S.'s in three games; The A.
So. Cal.
Notre Dame from under his arm, tossed it on top T.O.'s had little trouble in downing the
Detroit .
Michigan State of the pile of players and nonchantly P.K.P.'s, 2-0; The S.N.'s did not look
so well without Morton in barely eking
Arkansas
Texas walked away as the crowd roared!
out a victory over the Bengals. The
Baylor
S. M. U.
It looks as if our Varsity has found P.D.T.'s won a hard fought battle from
T. C U.
„ Rice
Stanford
I
California its stride at last in the art of scoring. the A.T.O.'s, showing good form but
St. Mary's
TJ. C. L. A' They scored more on Vanderbilt than undoubtedly encountering their greatest competition to date.
CHARLIE UNDERWOOD
(Continued on page 3)
Washington
Washington State
DAVE CLARK

A fighting eleven from the UNIVERSITY OP THE SOUTH went down before
the Maroon clad warriors from Mississippi State College, who were determined to win their first Southeastern
Conference victory of the season, in
Sate College, Mississippi, Saturday, November 18 by a score of 26-13. A crowd
of about 3000, gathered together for
Dad's Day and Homecoming, watched
the two teams account for a total of
six touchdowns in a game marked by
numerous fumbles and intercepted
passes. Three men were responsible
for the six scores, Wellford scoring
twice for the Tigers and Brock and
Sikes taking the ball across two times
apiece for State. Sikes and Lawrence
made good three out of six tries for the
extra point. State tallied in the second
and third periods and Sewanee in the
third and final.

Last Week Bad One
For Local Dopester

Two Unbeaten Teams
Clashed Yesterday

§>etamnee Purple, COeOnesBap, iQoiiemfiet 22,1933
-More AboutVARSITY GAME
(Continued from page 2)
pass to Wichman, who was pulled to
the ground on the Tiger two yard
stripe. Even after getting a bad break
such as this, the Purple team was not
whipped. The Sewanee line seemed to
become a impenetrable wall and on
fourth down Mississippi State was still
some feet short of the goal line. But
this last down proved to be the breaking point for the Tiger line, Carl Sikes
splitting the center of the line for the
specified six points. His kick was wide
and State led by a thirteen point margin. This did not seem to satisfy the
victors for a few minutes later Brock
intercepted a pass from Doc Cravens
on the State 45 yard line and behind
good interference clipped off the fiftyfive yards between him and the Tiger
goal. This time Sikes' kick was good
and it was Sewanee, 0; Mississippi
State, 20. This last score seemed to
bring the dormant Sewanee team to life
and the first Tiger touchdown drive began. The pigskin was carried down
the field to the State 25-yard line,
where Alex Wellford slipped through
tackle for twenty yards, being downed
by Sikes on the five yard line. Here
State seemed to remember the performance Sewanee had given earlier in the
quarter and held tight for three downs
but also gave way on fourth down,
Wellford going over from the one yard
line. Jack Lawrence sent a beautiful
place kick squarely between the goal
posts to bring the Tiger total to seven

points. In this quarter of many scores
Carl Sikes, star of the day, produced
the final thrill of the game. As Brock
had done earlier in the period, Sikes
pulled Cravens' pass out of the air,
this time on the center stripe and, after cutting across the field to the sidelines raced untouched across the goal
for the last score for the Maroons.
Sikes' kick was wide and State led
by nineteen points. This ended the
scoring for the third and most exciting period of the day.
The final period saw both teams fighting on even terms with most of the
players being substitutes. After fighting up the field for many a yard, Alex
Wellford found a hole at guard and
clicked off the remaining ten or twelve
yards to the State goal without being
touched. Lawrence's try for the extra
point was low and Sewanee's total r e mained at thirteen points. No score
was made by either team after this and
the game ended with Sewanee on the
losing end of a 26-13 score.
The game was very rough and extremely hard fought by both sides. Several of the participants were injured,
some severely, As has been stated
before there were many fumbles and
intercepted passes, two of the latter
costing the Tigers touchdowns and a
total of thirteen points. First downs
show that Sewanee was in the lead in
ground gaming from scrimmage. The
visitors led by a twelve to eight margin. Penalties were also frequent, with
Sewanee getting a little the best of the
bargain. The Tigers were penalized
sixy-five yards and the Maroons lost

eighty yards by the same route.
The stars in the backfield were easily determined, the three scorers carrying off all honors. Of these three
men, Wellford, Brock, and Sikes, the
last mentioned was probably a little
ahead of the other two. He scored two
touchdowns and kicked two extra
points, giving him a total of fourteen
points to his credit. Aside from his
offensive work he played well on the
defense also, several of his tackles saving State much yardage. In scoring,
Wellford and Brock were even with
twelve points each. In the Sewanee
line Lawrence was best with Ox Clark,
and Henry Hanson running him a close
second. Jack play p d well on both defense and offense and Clark and Hanson were the mainstays in the center of
the line. There were no individual
stars in the State line, each member
coming in for his share of praise.

Richmond, Haynes for Jones, Father ree for Wade, C. Smith for Wichman,
Hine for Sikes, Worley for Taylor,
Obarr for Clark, Stone for Hayes, Cassibry for Haley, Purnell for Worley.
Score by periods:
Sewanee
0 0 0 7 6—13
Miss. State
0 7 19 0—26
Scoring: Touchdowns—Wellford 2;
Sikes 2; Brock (substitute for Richmond) 2. Points after Touchdown—
Lawrence 1; Sikes 2.
Officials: Referee—Sander (U. of T.
Doctors); Umpire — Clements (Alabama) ; Field Judge—Sullivan (Missouri Teachers); Head Linesman Haxton (Ole Miss.)

The lineups:
Sewanee (13)
Mississippi State (26)
Young
LE
Wade
Castleberry
LT
Taylor
K. Clark _
__LG
Clark
Hanson
C
Bullard
Hall
RG
Jones
Hayes
RT
Hanson
Lawrence
RE
Page
Underwood
QB
Sikes
Cravens _
__LH
Wichman
Poage
RH
Haley
Wellford
FB
Richmond
Substitutes:
Sewanee—L. Thompson for Hall, A. Thompson for Young,
Pearson for Poage, F. Clark for Poage,
Ruch for Underwood, D. Clark for
Pearson. Mississippi State—Brock for

any other team Vandy has played except Ohio State and then come back to
duplicate that score against Miss. State
with the exception of one extra point.
Once they got started on that scoring
-*they have kept it up.
Sewanee
Prayers—A
beautifully
Wellford cut loose for both of the printed
pamphlet. 25c per copy. The
touchdowns against Miss. State and University Press.—Adv.
both were on fairly long runs. He is
an all-round player!
* * * * * *
KATE'S KITCHEN
Who has a nice big guess for the biggest upset of the week? A lot of the
Good Eats
great Humpty-Dumpties sitting on the
ON THE SQUARE
wail, undefeated and untied, fell off this
week-end. Georgia was beaten by an
Jasper
-::Tenn.
Auburn team which had lost three
games already this season. The Ford-

More About
SEWANEE SPORT SHOTS
(Continued from page 2)

ham Rams still had their Rose Bowl
hopes until Oregon State stepped in
and licked them 9-6. Nebraska, the
Champions of the Big Six, undefeated
and untied, lost out to PPittsburg late
in the last quarter on a pass for a
ouchdown. Minnesota stepped in and
held the mighty Michigan to a scoreless tie, or would you put it the oher
way? Oregon went down before a
crashing Southern California to the
tune of 26-0. Purdue, who had just
finished beating Notre Dame, went
down before Iowa at 14-6.
* * * * * *
With these Humpty-Dumpties off the
wall, that leaves only Army and Princeton sitting there in the east, and Alabama in the South. Duke is still on
the top and has small chance of being
tumbled off. Vanderbilt sho' took it
going and coming with the romping
they got from Tennessee and from the
Sewanee Frosh. It looks like it's anybody's money out on the Pacific Coast
with them all taking turns beating each
other.

I HUNTED all day
long... and just knocked
'em cold.
I smoke Chesterfields all
the time and I'll tell the
world...they're milder!

este

•
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the cigarette that's MILDER the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
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wanee teams have had against Vanderbilt, and that spirit came through
m a big way. Also congratulations to
he assistant coach, Jody Kellerman.
His several years of varsity playing
lave made him a most competent director for the Frosh.
With their season finished, many of
he Frosh grid players are looking forward to the basketball season, or to
Spring practice, when they will be able
;o join the ranks of contenders for
places in the Varsity line-up. Who can
tell what stars will be developed durng the next three years?
#

selections that can be had to review in
this issue of the PURPLE. I will reviewsome more of their records next week,
and should have some other kinds by
then. So long.
*

GALE SMITH & CO.
[ESTABLISHED 1868]

WE WRITE
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Sprinkler Leakage, Business Interruption
Indemnity, Parcel Post, Tourist Floater,

PROOFS FOR ANNUAL
PHOTOS RETURNED

The staff of the Cap and Gown has
announced that the proofs of the pictures of the student body have been
returned and will be shown to the students during the next few days. The
plan is to have a member of the staff
visit, in his room, each person who has
picture taken, in order to allow a selection of the best pose. This proAROUND THE MOUNT
cedure will be regulated by dormitories, announcement to be made at
The Freshmen were introduced to Magnolia which dormitories will be
the "fire bell" Sunday night. . . . That visited each night.
reminds us of the hospital fire of a
The representative of the annual will
couple of years ago . . . "Q. B." Love also have samples of portraits for those
states that the reason he ran 13th all who may wish to secure them. These
the way in the Cross Country Satur- portraits can be bought at cheaper
day was that he was born on Friday rates than ever before, and will be de13th and that 13 is his lucky number . . . livered before Christmas on request.
Since when did he settle on one numThe space fee of two dollars per man
ber? . . . One person who went to the for having his picture put in the anFrosh-Vandy game tells us that when nual is payable at present. The staff
the whistle blew for the half, the ball has announced that if two hundred or
was midway between Campbell, Fresh- more books are sold to students, one
man center, and Dan Harrison, who dollar of this space fee will be refundpassed to Eustis for the touchdown . . . ed to each student.
Sounds like a Ted Meredith to me . . .
The fact that the proofs have been
Fu Chu went on a rampage Monday in returned within fifteen days as proEco. 1 . . . Just ask any of those who mised shows that the staff is doing all
sit nearby . . . "The Sewaneeans" will it possibly can to publish their book
make their University debut at the by Commencement.
first of the Thanksgiving dances . .
The advertising for the annual is far
If stage fright doesn't win out, they are ahead of the goal reached at this time
going to present an excellent orches- last year. The business manager states
tra, as they have been quite a success that any student who secures an ad
at their previous engagements . . There not on a specified list will receive a
were quite a few "listen iners" at the percentage for his work. A list of adlast practice . . . Why don't you c'm up vertisers already contracted will be
'n listen som'time? . . . The problem posted sometime before Christmas.
is yet unsettled as to who will take
*
Ame's place . . . But his place always
-More
Aboutwas a problem.

REVIVAL
Monday will inaugurate the dramatic
season of Sewanee with a full program
for the afternoon and night, beginning
with a play produced by the Freshman
dramatic group and ending with another presentation by the actors who
played Hamlet last year. It is encouraging to see such an intense interest
taken in producing plays, especially
CROSS COUNTRY
since the endeavor is spread over such
Reports come to us that the St.
(Continued from page 2)
a varied group. An attempt is being
made to revive and broaden the gen- Lukes' proctor, Bill Lumpkin, had a
Sigma Alpha Epsilon—239.
eral appreciation for the dramatic art little difficulty finding all his clothes
Delta Tau Delta—207.
among students and residents of the the other night. Of course, he gives
Alpha Tau Omega^-166.
Mountain. Last year the first step was a good reason, but just the same . . .
taken when the members of the Theo- We were recently introduced to Hel- Phi Delta Theta—143.
logical department took the initiative vey, star Tiger linesman of six or sev- Kappa Sigma—102.
The order in which the participants
and played Hamlet, both here and in en years ago. Unless he's grown an
Chattanooga. Several other student awful lot since leaving school he must finished follows:
1st—Starr—A.T.O.
productions were started, but never have been quite hard to stop . . . "Jan"
2nd—Chitty—S.N.
Pearson
has
been
practicing
in
secret
reached the stage of presentation. It
3rd—Harrison—S.A.E.
seems that undergraduate interest is for his big chance when he starts lead4th—Gibson—S.N.
ing
the
local
boys
who
are
going
to
play
more determined this year, with two
5th—Rowe—S.N.
for the dance . . .He should be able
plays scheduled for next week.
6th—Drane—S.A.E.
to do some tall crooning through that
There used to be a chapter of a na7th—Rose—S.A.E.
beak.
tional dramatic fraternity at Sewanee,
8th—Gribbin—D.T.D.
but it has passed out of existence with
-*9th—Wheless—S.A.E.
the exception of a single member, who
10th—Holmes—S.N.
DISCUSSING
THE
DISCS
clings to his privileges of membership.
11th—Best—S.N.
He has expressed the intention of r e BY FRANK ARNALL
12th—Strang—P.D.T.
organizing the fraternity on the MounJan Garber has recorded for Victor
13th—Love—A.T.O.
tain if student interest is sufficiently a platter that in Liberty would be giv14th—Binnington—D.T.D.
aroused during the year.
en four stars. I've An Evening for
15th—Belford—D.T.D.
It seems inconsistent that a school Sale, backed by Hopelessly In Love is
16th—Gibson, J. C.—S.A.E
which is in so many other ways a undoubtedly one, if not the best, of
17th—Heyward—D.T.D.
strong preserver of the finer arts should Victor's records for the month. Lee
18th—Daggett—P.D.T.
allow the art of acting to become as Bennett sings both of these and does
19th—Tabor—D.T.D.
totally disregarded as it has been in a smooth job of it. I recommend this 20th—Tauber—K.S.
the past several years. Other colleges record over any I have reviewed this
21st—Stansbury—A.T.O.
have well organized student groups for Fall.
22nd—Horlock—K.S.
the purpose of preparing and present23rd—Charleron—A.T.O.
Rude Interlude shows Duke Ellinging regular programs of dramatic work. ton in a slow fox trot that is hard to
24th—Thompson—K.S.
The Purple Masque, which used to beat. Dallas Doings, on the other side
25th—Smith—P.D.T.
serve such a function at Sewanee, has is even better, bringing out the brasses
26th—Wells—P.D.T.
been inactive for a long time. Maybe as few bands can do. This is a faster
the spectacles of Monday will bring it, piece, and is guaranteed to make you
or some other adequately interested tap your feet whether you want to or
group, back to life.
BURNETT'S CAFE
not.
*
AND
Eddie Duchin comes out with a new
disc that's got what it takes. Dark
THE FROSH
SPEEGLE BROS.
Sewanee had the pleasure of securing Clouds and Lonely Lane are really
GARAGE
revenge on Vanderbilt for the Varsity good waltzes. If you haven't heard
Monteagle
-•••$&»Tenn.
game when the Baby Tigers successful- these you've missed a lot. Lew Sherwood
does
himself
proud
on
the
vocals.
ly squelched the Commodore Frosh in
Paul Whiteman presents Ramona and
a fast, clean game of football. The
Purple Freshmen deserve a great dea' Roy Bargy in two of the hits from Mae
of credit for their fine showing in de- West's new picture. I've Found a New
feating the heavier Vanderbilt team anc Way to Go To Town packs a punch
bringing home such a decisive victory that is brought out best by Ramona's
The team showed more power last week swell singing. I'm No Angel, the title
AND
than has been in evidence during the song of the picture, is also good. The
earlier part of the season. Some po- instrumental background is smooth as
tential varsity material was brought silk.
Don't think I am praising Victor more
out in this final encounter, a welcome
FACULTY GOWNS AND HOODS
factor to the coaching staff when it is than they deserve in this review. NoCHURCH VESTMENTS
remembered that the varsity will lose vember has certainly been a gala month
CLERICAL CLOTHING
for new music, and with the excellent
some nine letter men this year.
Congratulations to Coach "Nig" Clark orchestras on Victor's list it is only to
for his splendid work in training the be expected that some of their re131-133 East 23rd St., New York
Frosh for their final battle. He instilled cordings should be the best yet. It
HOWARD MUELLER,
Rtpresenlative, Sewanee
into them the same spirit that all Se- just happened that I got one of the best

CAPS

GOWNS
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH
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September 19, the second Semester February 5.
ff For Catalogue and other information apply to
B. F. FINNEY, Vice-Chancellor.
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BRUTON ON POETRY
(Continued from page 1)

Upon o wintry bough;
The frozen wind crept on above,
The freezing stream below

Some little blemishes might blend,
For it would please her to forgive.

Now bear with me for one more.
Or
here
is
an
example:
Before him lay; with echoing feet he
Hear, sweet spirit, hear the spell,
threaded
Lest a blacker charm compel!
What a pretty tale you told me
The secretest walks of fame;
So shall the midnight breezes swell
Once upon a time;
The viewless arrows of his thought Said you found it somewhere (scold With thy deep long-lingering knell.
were headed
me!)
There is nothing that precedes these
And winged with flame.
Was it prose or was it rhyme?
stanzas to give the thought, for the
second one I read is complete in itself,
Perhaps Tennyson is right, but I hae And later on in this same poem,
and the other two are the first stanzas
me douts.
of poems.
Anyhow
there's
no
forgetting
The language of poetry is stilted and
This
much
if
no
more
Here is a sentence I like tremendunnatural. Limitations are imposed
That
a
poet
(pray,
no
petting!)
ously:
such as rhyme and meter, and, obviously, such limitations must affect the Yet, a bard, sir, famed of yore, etc. And unctuous meteors from spray to
thought. For example, a poem begins
spray
These are technicalities, and I do
What is more gentle than a wind in not attempt to base any proof of lack Crept and flitted in broad noonday
summer?
of thought xpression on them. But
Of course, noonday rhymes with
What can we think of that rhymes with tell me the thought in this one.
spray, but when unctuous meteors flit
summer? Bummer, rummer, dumber.
about in broad noonday even in a
Evidently these will not do. There is She knew it not,—most perfect pain
poet's mind, I easily understand why
To
learn:
this
too
she
knew
not.
Strife
only one word left, hummer. The next
my neighbor said poets were cracked.
For me, calm hers, as from the first.
line becomes
Unctuous meteors some how strikes me
'Twas
but
another
bubble
burst
What is more soothing than the pretty
as even better than the poor widow.
Upon
the
curdling
draught
of
life,—
hummer?
As a further example of thought exIt does not matter what the thought My silent patience mine again.
pression let me give a comparison of
was originally, the poet is already lim- Or in this:
poet's ideas with the ideas of others on
ited to one word. This sort of thing
the same topic. One poet, for example,
continues as the poem progresses, and Away my verse; and never fear
says about Time:
As
men
before
such
beauty
do;
even though poets are given all sorts
of latitude, what can we expect? Listen On you she will not look severe,
E'en such is time that takes in trust
to this poem without regard, for the She will not turn her eyes from you. Our youth, our joys, our all we have
Some happier graces could I lend
moment, to the subject matter:
And pays us but with earth and dust.
A widow bird sat mourning for her love That in her memory you should live, Which in the dark and silent grave

When we have wandered all our ways but a three dimensional, homogeneous,
Shuts up the story of our dfl-ys.
isotropic continuum.
Since I have been using the inductive
Have is supposed to rhyme with grave, method of reasoning the objection can
but that does not matter. Another poet easily be made that I am not considersays:
ing an adequate number of poems.
(Continued on page 6)
Unfathomable Sea! whose **vaves are
years,
Oceans of Time, whose waves of deep
Eat at
woe
Are brackish with the salt of human
tears!
All Home Cooking
Thou shoreless flood which in thy ebb
Special chicken salad sandwich
and flow

TRIPP'S CAFE

Claspest the limits of mortality!
And, sick of prey, yet howling on for
more,
Vomitest thy wrecks on its inhospitable
shore;
Treacherous in calm, and terrible in
storm,
Who shall put forth on thee,
Unfathomable Sea?
Now listen to what Newton said and
take your choice.
Time, according to Newton, is a onedimensional un-directional single valued continuum in which the instants of
experience find an ordered position.
Consider that from the standpoint of
thought expression, or truth, or
beauty.
Space also, for Newton, was not the
dark and awful deeps of the poet

5 cents.
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It's easy to see why so many women
prefer Lucky Strike. Luckies are fully
packed with long strands of choice
tobaccos, round and firm to the very
tips. That means Luckies always draw
easily, always burn smoothly. It also
means no annoying loose ends to cling
to lips or mess up the nice things in a
woman's purse. And every day more and
more women are showing their appreciation by saying "Luckies please".
Copyright, 1933, The
American Tobacco
Company.
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J. N. FORGY & BROS.

FROSH GAME

LARGE DEPARTMENT STORE

(Continued from, page 2)

Eustis who scampered over without a
hand to bother him. Rupe Colmore
AGENTS FOR GROSLEY RADIOS AND took his time and made the extra point
good, making the score 7-0 as the half
KELVINATORS
gun went off.
Phone 14 -::Cowan, Tenn. A break again helped the little Ti;ers right at the beginning of the second half. A short kick on the kickWhen Better Bread is made it off went only 20 yards to Colmore, who
will be
brought the ball back to the 43. At
this time the second big march by the
Purple Tigers started. Harrison and
Brown alternated on lugging the leathBAGGENSTOSS BAKERY
er, Brown twice for 23 yards, then
Tracy City
-;Tenn.
Harrison for 5. Brown picked up 5 at
right tackle. Sneed on a reverse pickWe are Specialists in
ed up 2 around left end. Then the
Collegiate Work
trusty arm of Harrison tossed one to
Dedman that was good for 25 yards,
irst down, on the 13 yard line. This
same pass combination netted 6 and a
Cleaning and Pressing
irst down after a running play, carryModern Equipment
ing the ball to the 2 yard mark. VanFire-Proof Building
derbilt was too anxious and were penW. F. Yarbrough
alized half the distance to the goal
line for excessive roughness, and again
on the next play they were offside and
were penalized one-half the way. Then
PHONE 55
Wyatt Brown hit the middle of the line
for a touchdown. Big Rupe Colmore's
kick was straight thru the middle for
General Automobile Repair- the extra point.

We Buy and Sell Everything

DUTCH MAID

Sewanee Barber Shop

Jos. Riley's Garage

ing and Taxi Service.
Special rates will be given on
trips.

At this point Turner, Ravenel and
Hart went in for Boiling Dedman and
Baxter Moore. Colmore kicked off for
Sewanee to the 40 where the ball was
touched before going out of bounds
and Vandy had to take it there. Little
Shorty Williams was doing most of the
Vandy work with the ball. At this
time he dropped back to pass and having nobody open, he tried to run, but
ended up at the line of scrimmage.
Williams dropped back to kick, and the
ball went to Sewanee on the 39. Another march down the field started with
Brown, Harrison, and Sneed carrying
the ball. The Frosh got to the 4-yard
strip, but were unable to get the ball
over. Vandy ran the ball out just as
the quarter ended.

Gomplimentary

Steed Funeral Home
Undertakers and Embalmeri
Ambulance Service
Winchester, Tennessee
LEWIS RILEY, Sewanee Agent

RILEY'S CAFE
Sewanee, Tennessee.
LEWIS RILEY, PROP.

Cold Drinks,
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DRY GOODS, GROCERIES,
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Vandy kicked to the 30 as the fourth
quarter opened and there another drive
started. Sneed went thru center for
18 yards. Brown hit the line for 1 and
then Harrison raced around left end for
25 before being run out of bounds.
This gave the Frosh a first down on
the 27 yard line. MacKenzie went in
at Fullback for Wyatt Brown. Harrison was thrown for a five-yard loss
and then Shorty Williams intercepted
a pass from Harrison on the 18 giving
Vandy the ball.
Shorty Williams ripped off 9 at right
end and was stopped by Sneed and
MacKenzie, but on the next play the
ball was passed over his head and he
lost 9 yards. A pass was knocked down
and Truitt kicked 45 yard to Harrison.
Several running plays failed to gain,
so Colmore was called back to punt and
got off a low one for 28 yards to Williams, who took the ball on his own
46 yard line and raced thru the entire
Sewanee team to score, and then made
the extra point.
Vandy kicked off to MacKenzie on the
35. Sneed gained 4 at left tackle and
then Colmore kicked 45 yards to Ward.
A first down was clicked off. Camors
went in for MacKenzie and a few minutes later the game ended with the ball
in Vanderbilt's possession in midfield.
Brown and Harrison played the outstanding game in the backfield for Sewanee, as Williams did for Vanderbilt.
Dedman, Colmore and Shelton were the
bulwarks in the line, but it is hard to
pick individual stars, for the whole
line performed well. The pass combination to Harrison to Dedman was very
effective.
The lineup:
Vandy
Sewanee
Coleman
LE
Boiling
Mayberry
LT
Colmore (c).
Noel
LG
Shelton
Harmon
C
Campbell
Evans
RG
Moore
White
RTLumpkin
Daniels _
RE
Dedman
Williams (c.)
QH
Eustis
Clay
LB
Sneec
Truitt
RH...
Harrison
Peebles
FB.
Brown
Score by periods:
Sewanee
0 7 7 0—14
Vanderbilt
. . . 0 0 0 7—7

Scoring: Touchdowns, Eustis, Brown;
Williams. Extra Points:
Colmore
(placekick) 2; Williams (Dropkick)
1.
Substitutions:
Sewanee:
Turner,
Savenel, Hart, MacKenzie, Colmore.
Vanderbilt:
Sallee, Suits, Purvis,
Brown, Woods, Ball, Horn, Overly,
Carter, Bringman, McMath.
Officials: Referee:
Moseley—Wofiord; Umpire: Hardin—M.B.A., HeadSinesman: Cole—Vanderbilt.
#
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BRUTON ON POETRY
(Continued from page 5)
Every one admits there is a great deal
of bad, or at least, poor poetry, but
also claims that there is a great deal
of good poetry.
My first authority quoted above answered this claim very well when she
told of the time she spent trying to
find some poetry that was worth while.
I might grant that there is some very
fine poetry. A member of the faculty
asked me recently why scientists have
not used sunlight for power. I answered that they have, but the expense is
more than the power is worth. There
are other, cheaper ways of obtaining
power. As badly as we seem to need
gold in this country right now, there
is all the gold in sea water that anyone could desire, and a method of extracting it is known. But—the cost of
obtaining the gold is more than the
gold is worth.
I hope my analogies are at least close
enough so that I will not seem to be
talking at random. I can give examples from poetry itself. Here is a
verse often quoted, and is some cases
misquoted, as in the pamphlet about
the chapel:
A thing of Beauty is a joy forever
I like it and I suppose most everyone
does. Let me ask two questions: Who
wrote it? Some of you know it was
Keats. Now who can give the next
line, or for that matter any other line
of this poem that covers pages and
pages, in fact, four books?
One gentleman I interviewed said
reading poetry was study, by which
he meant hard work. I am not offering that as an objection to poetry. I
am used to that sort of thing in mathemathics where much can be said in a
single line of symbols or precisely defined words. It may take a long time to
extract the meaning but when it is
done, one has the feeling of having
learned and accomplished something.
However, I do have objections to working hard for a thought and then finding after I have the thought that it
is not worth while. I shall give some
illustrations. I quoted a stanza above
which I shall repeat.

the other reasons that are given for
reading poetry, but my time is limited
and I must cover the other answers in
a hurry.
Reading poetry for its philosophy is
reading poetry for the philosophy of
the poet who, in my humble opinion,
is apt to be too muddle headed for his
philosophy to do me any good. If he
were not, he would not have written his
philosophy in poetic form to begin with.
You may not agree with me but the
logic of this statement is clearly unassailable for I derived the hypothesis
from the conclusion.
I asked one student about his liking
for poetry, and he told me he liked only
war poetry. I am inclined to agree
with him if by war poetry he means
historical narrative poetry. Even here
I'd rather have my tales told in prose.
To the surprise of my listeners I
shall omit entirely the topic of religion
in poetry or poetry in religion. The
decision to omit this topic gave me
quite a struggle, but I conquered myself and shall pass on to rhythm or
music. Neither shall I tarry here except to say that I like rhythm, but I
get plenty of it elsewhere, and as for
music I prefer mine straight.
Some people may read poetry for in"ormation. There's no accounting for
;aste as the old lady said who kissed
the cow. Poets write more and more
about less and less as far as informa;ion is concerned. Usually the subject
matter is such that it does not in itself
contain a very large fund of informaiion. In this connection I am reminded
of what a man once told me about a
college education. "When a student finishes college", he said, "he is able to
write a thesis of at least ten pages on
the philosophical aspects of a freckle
on a red bug's eyelid as seen in the
moonlight". I myself can prove this
statement for I have written over ten
pages on a topic I know as much about
as I do the freckle. This, however is
beside the point. What I maintain is
that no matter how truthful or beautiEul this dissertation on the red bug's
Ereckle may be, it contains a modicum
of information.
I have purposely left the two time
honored topics of truth and beauty until the last. It is really in these two
aspects that poetry and mathematics
are alike. Let us first consider truth.
Neither mathematics nor poetry has any
regard for, that is, any thing to do
with, ultimate or literal truth. If either happens to contain some truth, it is
a by-product. Perhaps I had better
be a little more explicit, and I shall
give some illustrations from poetry.
A thing of Beauty is a joy forever

Such a starved bank of moss
Till, that May morn,
Blue ran the flash across:
Violets were born!
Sky—what a scowl of cloud
Till, near and far,
Ray on ray split the shroud:
Splendid, a star!
After some re-reading I found what
the poet was talking about. But what
of it? I had waded through his obscurity and came out with a violet
growing in a moss bank, and a star
shining through a rift in the clouds.
Suppose a lexicographer used a poet's
technique. We would have our dictionairies full of definitions like Dr.
Johnson's. As an example, consider
Dr. Johnson's definition of a net: A
net is anything reticulated or decussated at equal distances with interstices between the intersections.
I have talked at some length on
poetry as an expression of thought. I
could say just as much about any of

In class recently we were working
the following problem: A man is walking at the rate of five miles per hour
toward the foot of a tower 60 feet high.
How fast is he approaching the top of
the tower when he is 80 feet from the
bottom? The answer came out to be
four miles an hour. After some thought
one of my students said that seemed
impossible. I replied, and not sarcastically, that that did not make any difference, four was the right answer anyhow. For his own peace of mind I
assured him, nevertheless, that if he actually tried it he would find four the
answer to his experiment.
Hence, I maintain that a person may
read poetry for truth— and a farmer
may raise pigs for their squeal.
To my mind beauty is the essence
of poetry. But also to my mind mathematics is the essence of beauty. Poetry
is useful in that it furnishes a medium
through which any one and every one
may seek and find beauty. It has a
wider appeal than mathematics as it
can be more esily read. I had started
to say that poetry furnished beauty
to the hoi polloi, mathematics to the
connoisseur, but I shall delate this sentence. In its place I shall compare
beauty to a vitamine. It is essential,
but the same thing can be found in
more than one subsance.
I have stripped poetry down to its
beauty, and beauty I get from Mathematics. That is why I do not read
poetry.

A Prayer by John Henry Newman—
This line is beautiful, but as far as
truth is concerned it is a known fact j Hand-lettered and decorated. Printed
on a card 8x10 inches. 25c at the Unithat we very soon tire of many beauti- ' versity Press.—Adv.

Hear, sweet spirit, hear the spell
Lest a blacker charm compel!
So shall the midnight breezes swell
With thy deep long ^lingering knell.
I requote it only to show that I am
not considering that kind of poetry, for
even after many readings I have not
been able to get any sense of of it.
I want to use a poem from which, at
least, I can get the thought. I could
use the one about the widow bird, but
here in another that does as well.
Splendid, a star!

ful things; we become surfeited.
Euclid alone hath looked on beauty
bare
Euclid was a sort of mathemathics
collector. He published his collection
and became better known than many
men who really did the peeping on
Beauty bare.
I arise from dreams of thee
In the first sweet sleep of night
I wonder if Shelley, or any one, really did get up. The truth is immaterial,
however, and I believe I have proved
my contention without referring to the
flitting unctuous meteors.
Mathematics, on the other hand, is
based on axioms and postulates which
may or may not be true. Not all of the
postulates accord with experience, and
others are of such a nature that we
cannot experience them. Obviously,
then, truth cannot be a basic element
in mathematics. I know that if I flip
a coin the chance of its falling heads is
one in two. Yet a person may flip a
coin fifty times and have it fall heads
every time. The probability of onehalf is not altered by this experiment,
however.
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